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Retelling the Darkest Story:
Mystery, Suspense, and Detectives
in a Brief Written on Behalf of a
Condemned Inmate
by Philip N. Meyer*

I've never used the whodunit technique, since it is concerned
altogether with mystification, which diffuses and unfocuses suspense.
It is possible to build up almost unbearable tension in a play or film in
which the audience knows who the murderer is all the time, and from
the very start they want to scream out to all the other characters in
the plot, "Watch out for So-and-So! He's a killer!" There you have the
real tenseness and an irresistible desire to know what happens, instead
of a group of characters deployed in a human chess problem. For that
reason I believe in giving the audience all the facts as early as possible.
-Alfred Hitchcock'

A solved mystery is ultimately reassuring to readers, asserting the
triumph of reason over instinct, of order over anarchy, whether in the
tales of Sherlock Holmes or in the case histories of Sigmund Freud
which bear such a striking and suspicious resemblance to them. That

* Professor of Law and Director of Legal Writing, Vermont Law School. Brandeis
University (B.A., 1971); University of Iowa (M.F.A. 1973); Vermont Law School (J.D., 1980);
Columbia University (LL.M., 1985). I am grateful to Anthony Amsterdam for allowing me
to borrow some of his materials and many of his concepts and insights in this essay. All
errors and problematic observations are my own, exclusively. Thanks to Johanna Evans
for excellent research assistance.

1.

SEYMOUR CHATMAN, STORY AND DISCOURSE: NARRATIVE STRUCTURE IN FICTION AND

FILM 59-60 (1978) (citing Alfred Hitchcock, Pete Martin Calls on Hitchcock, in FILM
MAKERS ON FILM MAKING 128 (Harry Geduld ed., 1969)).
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is why mystery is an invariable ingredient of popular narrative,
whatever its form ....
2
-David Lodge

[Dlown these mean streets a man must go who is not himself mean,
who is neither tarnished nor afraid. The detective in this kind of story
must be such a man.
-Raymond Chandler3
I.

WHY MYSTERIES AND DETECTIVE STORIES?

In training sessions for federal habeas corpus attorneys exploring the
use of storytelling in post-conviction litigation,4 Anthony Amsterdam
observed:
The central task of postconviction counsel for a condemned inmate is
to change a story that has been certified as The Truth. S/he has to
deconstruct the story of people and events that was told in the
appellate opinion affirming the inmate's conviction and sentence, break
that story down into pieces, and recombine those pieces into a new
story capable of capturing the imagination and opening the minds of
judges and clemency officials and media people and even state's
attorneys who think they already know the whole story. Every
postconviction case starts with a story that these people believe has
been officially written and officially stamped true and officially
stamped closed, so that they don't have to think about it any more.
Postconviction counsel's job is to CHANGE that story, to reconstruct
the world in which that story happened, to force people who think they
understand the story to THINK ABOUT IT IN A NEW WAY and to see
enough new facts-facts that were not exposed before, or were not put
into focus before-so that the old facts make a new kind of sense and
turn into a quite DIFFERENT STORY.5
Implicit in this conceptualization is that post-conviction relief practice
is primarily a narrative practice and a writing practice. Simply put,
outcomes are often determined by the power of the truthful story told by
the attorney representing a condemned inmate. That story must compel

2.

DAVID LODGE, THE ART OF FICTION 31 (1992).

3. Raymond Chandler, The Simple Art of Murder: An Essay, in THE SIMPLE ART OF
MURDER 1 (1950).

4. Anthony G. Amsterdam, Stories:The Use of Storytelling in PostconvictionLitigation,
Handout from the Seventh Annual National Federal Habeas Corpus Seminar (Aug. 22,
2002) (on file with the author).
5. Id.
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the attention of the reader and ultimately persuade the skeptical reader
to act, rather than simply accept the ending that has already been
determined about the already closed case. To do so, the advocate must
enable or compel the reader to think about the facts in a new way and
to see a different story that demands a different outcome. Facts are
transformed into narrative (or story) with all its elements in play: (1)
plot (a structure connecting and ordering events purposefully); (2)
character (casting the players onto the stage at the appropriate times,
assigning them the correct roles, and assuming characteristics that
confirm to their functions as actors within the story); (3) setting (the
sense of the place that may provide a compelling force determining the
outcome of the plot); and (4) temporality-selecting the time-frame and
pace that fits the telling of the story (where to begin and end the story
by adjusting the speed of the story and allowing it to unfold purposefully, among other things). Post-conviction relief practice is primarily
conducted based upon the submitted, written briefs, and the goal is often
to obtain an evidentiary hearing. As a result, and because so much is
at stake in this writing, post-conviction relief practice is a remarkable
laboratory for understanding, critiquing, and teaching effective brief
writing and narrative persuasion.
One form (genre) of narrative may serve as a template for better
understanding legal storytelling in post-conviction relief practice. The
mystery-especially, the detective mystery-both enduring and popular
in literature and, more recently, in film,6 is curiously relevant to the
work of post-conviction relief practitioners. Analyses of these stories
(about crimes and their explanation)-and, perhaps of greater importance, a better understanding of the form and internal narrative
structure of their tellings-may suggest how to more effectively organize
and present facts and law as a form of narrative persuasion and

6. See, e.g., Philip N. Meyer, Convicts, Criminals,Prisonersand Outlaws:A Course in
PopularStorytelling, 42 J. LEGAL EDUC. 129 (1992); Philip N. Meyer, Law Students Go to
the Movies, 24 CONN. L. REV. 893 (1992); Philip Meyer, Visual Literacy and the Legal
Culture:Reading Film as Text in the Law School Setting, 17 LEGAL STuD. F. 73 (1993) (for
films referenced therein). More recently, see the films identified as narrative templates
in a symposium identifying, in part, recent narrative templates provided by popular
cultural films upon the telling of the Rodney King story at trial and discussing alternative
possibilities based upon readings of auxiliary models in a remarkable collaborative
symposium including the papers of clinicians, practitioners, and upper level law students.
See generally Ty Alper et al., Stories Told and Untold: Lawyering Theory Analyses of the
FirstRodney King Assault Trial, 12 CLINICAL L. REV. 1 (2005) and films referenced therein.
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argumentation.7 As observed at the National Federal Habeas Corpus
Seminar:
[Mysteries and] [d]etective stories are useful models for a kind of
storytelling that can do this work [of persuasion] because the detectivestory form [particularly] is specialized for creating a puzzle that cries
out for solution and then leading the reader to believe that a belatedly
emerging theory of events satisfactorily solves the puzzle-or for
weaning the reader from a plausible but mistaken impression of events
by leading him or her first to question that version and then to
perceive and eventually accept another version as having a more
satisfying ring of truth.'
Portions of this Article are adapted from an initial draft of a narrative
primer suggested by Amsterdam's work and materials to assist attorneys
representing condemned inmates. As a director of a legal writing
program, I believe these tools will provide an invaluable supplement to
the analytical skills and organizational principles traditionally taught
in law school legal writing and reasoning courses. This Article is limited
in its scope, however, as it provides a reading of the narratives in one
brief. This brief was not chosen because it provides a model of how best
to do this work or because of some uniqueness in its narrative dimensions such as time, plot, and character. Just the opposite; indeed,
although it is carefully written and well-constructed, in many ways, it
is not atypical in the story told or the form of the telling. It is a
representative brief that tells a powerful yet recurring story. The theme
of the story is, in a sense, about betrayal; it is a story that attempts to
affirm the importance of the value of procedural justice.
It is extremely difficult to tell such a dark story effectively and
persuasively: the petitioner is not a sympathetic character, and his acts
are horrific. Yet somehow this brief must convince the reader that what
matters is the manner in which the fate of the two men who perpetrated
these crimes was determined. Otherwise, it might be easy for the reader
to turn away from the factual complexity of the story, the theme of the
story, and the legal argument that the story ultimately implicates. A
conceptual vocabulary drawn from narrative theory provides a better
understanding of how the story works on the reader, and why, perhaps,

7. Indeed, Amsterdam's observation is not limited to post-conviction relief practice;
legal brief writers can learn a great deal about narrative persuasion from studying the
structure and techniques used by mystery and detective storytellers. Either consciously
or inadvertently, these templates are often adapted into many different types of stories told
in litigation practice.
8. Amsterdam, supra note 4.
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the argument ultimately accomplished some, if not all, of its legal
purposes.
This Article develops in three movements: first, the Article presents
an annotated reading of the Statement of the Case in the petitioner's
brief in Williams v. Taylor.9 This initial annotation identifies and
foregrounds terms from a conceptual vocabulary that may be helpful for
the construction of narratives in other cases (and other types of cases).
Second, the Article identifies several relevant narrative concepts that
may be helpful in analyzing narrative construction, particularly in postconviction relief practice. Third, this terminology and conceptual
vocabulary is then applied to the petitioner's brief in Williams. The
Article briefly observes how the initial story presented in the statement
of the case is transformed in a second telling presented within the
argument and presents several illustrative excerpts from this section of
the brief. The Article concludes with a note suggesting the importance
of expanding the scope of traditional legal writing and skills programs
to incorporate teaching narrative persuasion.
II.

ANALYSIS OF THE STATEMENT OF THE CASE IN A PETITIONER'S
BRIEF: WILLIAMS v. TAYLOR

There is only one question presented in the petitioner's brief-whether
the petitioner was improperly denied an evidentiary hearing in a federal
habeas court because the petitioner had failed to develop the factual
basis of his claim in state court proceedings:
Whether 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(2), which prohibits a federal habeas court
from holding an evidentiary hearing only "if the applicant has failed to
develop the factual basis of a claim in State Court proceedings,"
governs petitioner's claims where throughout the state proceedings, the
state suppressed the relevant facts, denied petitioner's discovery
requests, denied all investigative and expert resources to investigate,
develop, and discover claims, and denied an evidentiary hearing? °
The single issue is clear and straightforward; seemingly, there is no
subterfuge or strategy, only candor. Stylistically, the issue does not
seem legally over-cooked, over-composed, or overtly manipulative. It
links the petitioner's failure to develop the factual basis of his claim in
state court with systematic state action: the issue enables the story and
argument to cohere around the single theme of governmental betrayal.
Thus, the issue foreshadows the subject of the story. Stylistically, when
it comes to the factual component, there is a tone or whiff of what is

9.
10.

529 U.S. 420 (2000).
Brief for Petitioner at i, Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 420 (2000) (No. 99-6615).
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perhaps irony, or perhaps an understated and barely detectable moral
outrage that seems to characterize the voice of the writer, especially
when characterizing the intentionality of state actors. The brief tends
to employ a third-person limited perspective or point of view not far
removed from the actions that are described; strategically, this
perspective enables the brief to preserve the mystery and suspense in
the telling of the story.
After the formalities of the brief (that is, Opinions Below, Jurisdiction,
Constitutional and Statutory Provisions Involved), the petitioner's
Statement of the Case begins with a depiction of a horrible crime
committed by two drunken men who intended to rob a store, but when
the store was closed, robbed the Keller home instead, sexually assaulting
Mrs. Keller, murdering both Mr. and Mrs. Keller by inflicting multiple
gunshot wounds to the head and face, and then setting the house on fire.
The facts of the crime are reduced to a single paragraph under an initial
heading: The Crime and the Issues for Trial.1 ' The horror of the facts
of the crime may be diminished somewhat when blended into the legal
issues at trial and subsumed partially within them. The Statement of
the Case begins:
On February 27, 1993, Verena James drove petitioner Williams and
Jeffrey Alan Cruse to a rural area of Cumberland County, Virginia.
Both men were drunk; they intended to rob a store. Finding the store
closed, they robbed the nearby house of Morris and Mary Keller. Mr.
and Mrs. Keller were each shot several times and left for dead in a
wooded area behind their home. Mrs. Keller was sexually assaulted.
Several items were taken from the Keller house, which was set on fire.
The Kellers' automobile was stolen. 2
The lens for the narrative depiction of the crime itself, however, is
intentionally blurry and out of focus. The point of view (for example, the
positioning of the lens of the camera viewing the action) is unclear, and
no dialogue is recounted. This initial depiction of the crime employs
multiple passive sentences. This paragraph does not diminish the horror
of the defendant's acts or the results. This opening foregrounds the
killing. But the intentional fuzziness and the repetitive staccato rhythm
of the four final sentences in the paragraph contrasts with the straightforward and aggressive prose style in the remainder of the Statement of
the Case. What is omitted from this scene, and what the reader cannot
see, is as important as what is included; from this perspective or point

11.
12.

Id. at 2.

Id.
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of view, 3 the reader cannot see the faces of the two perpetrators and
cannot visualize who is doing what to whom. The reader cannot hear
what is being said and cannot determine precisely how the two
perpetrators are acting.
The opening sequence intentionally leaves the identity of the trigger
person in doubt. The brief then transitions immediately to the trial:
"No one disputed these facts at Williams' trial. What was hotly
contested was who-Cruse or Williams-had led the whole venture,
raped Mrs. Keller, and fired the shots that killed Mr. and Mrs.
Keller." 4 The time of the story is framed exclusively by legal events.
The subsequent major headings in the brief are: The Investigation and
Trial, State Habeas Proceedings, and Federal Habeas Corpus Proceedings." The description of The Crime and the Issues for Trial takes one
page; the story of the legal proceedings takes nineteen pages and revisits
the crime itself only through the contested testimony of Cruse and
Williams. The killings are relegated to the back story. The core story
is a legal mystery about the reasons the petitioner's attorney did not and
could not develop the factual bases of claims in the state court proceedings. The plot is about prosecutorial misconduct and state action that
prevented the complete truth from emerging in the legal proceedings.
This theme (state betrayal) is initially suggested in the questions about
who raped Mrs. Keller and the identity of the trigger person who fired
the fatal shots in the killings and is subject to execution for capital
murder. Although the latter distinction may seem intuitively insignificant to the reader given that the two murderers acted together and
given the horror of what took place, the brief initially stresses that the
identity of the trigger person is crucial because, "under Virginia's
definition of capital murder, only an individual who 'actually fired the
fatal shot' or shots is guilty of that crime and subject to a death

13. Perhaps an easy way to think of perspective or point of view is as the placement
of the camera viewing the scene, the type of lens and filters that are placed on the cameras,
and where, if anywhere, the microphones are placed in relationship to the actors to pick
up sound and record dialogue. John Gardner, a novelist and writing teacher, identifies five
basic points of view available to the story teller. JOHN GARDNER, THE ART OF FIcTION:
NOTES ON CRAFT FOR YOUNG WRITERS 155-59 (Vintage Books 1991) (1984). David Lodge,
also a marvelous novelist and first-rate writing teacher and critic, observes that "[tihe
choice of the point(s) of view from which the story is told is arguably the most important
single decision that the [writer] has to make, for it fundamentally affects the way readers
will respond, emotionally and morally, [to the story]." LODGE, supra note 2, at 26.
14. Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 2-3.
15. Id. at 3, 8, 12.
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sentence.""6 Here, although this is a Statement of the Case, the brief
cites authority that the identity of the trigger person is crucial in
Virginia law. The opening emphasizes that this distinction was not just
a relevant issue at trial-it was the only issue. That is, "the jury in
Williams' case had, for all practical purposes, one and only one issue to
decide: Was Michael Williams guilty of capital murder or of first degree
murder?" 17 Implicitly at first, the actions of state actors prevented the
jury from carrying out their responsibilities; the opening foreshadows the
story.
This opening "hook" accomplishes several narrative goals: it has gotten
the horrific story of the crime out of the way in a compressed and
economical presentation, and it has created some suspense initially as
to the identity of the trigger person "who actually fired the shot" and is
"subject to a death sentence" under Virginia's definition of capital
murder.
A.

The Beginning

Employing a second heading-The Investigation and Trial-the story
is organized chronologically along the timeline provided by subsequent
legal proceedings."8 The story is presented as a courtroom mystery (the
settings are confined to the courtroom and investigatory activities
related to these proceedings). The plot shifts thematically: it is no longer
primarily about who committed the murders (a crime story) but about
why the legal truth was never allowed to fully emerge (a courtroom
drama about the value of procedural justice). The story will succeed
legally, perhaps, only if it sufficiently conveys a mystery of shadowy
cover-ups, prosecutorial misconduct, and state betrayal that must be
rectified. Further, these betrayals are legally consequential only if they
implicate some important story value 9 that must ultimately be

16. Id. at 3 (citing Cheng v. Commonwealth, 393 S.E.2d 599, 607 (Va. 1990); Johnson
v. Commonwealth, 255 S.E.2d 525, 527 (Va. 1979)); see also VA. CODE ANN. § 18.2-31
(2006).
17. Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 3.
18. Id. at 5.
19. The screenwriting teacher Robert McKee suggests that the value at stake in many
popular film stories, especially murder mysteries and detective stories, is justice and that
the story must progress through prescribed movements of a specific type, often towards
affirming this value, to be satisfying to the reader. In the typical sequence, "[a] story...
progresses... through a pattern that includes the Contrary, the Contradictory, and the
Negation of the Negation." ROBERT McKEE, STORY: SUBSTANCE, STRUCTURE, STYLE, AND
THE PRINCIPLES OF SCREENWRITING 320 (1997). To "go to the limit," the story (the plot)
moves from the value positive/justice to the contrary/unfairness to the contradictory/injustice and finally intimates the negation of the negation/tyranny before the end
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preserved and affirmed by reopening the story, suggesting the possibility
of writing a new and transformational ending to the tale. The value at
stake in the story told in the petitioner's brief is procedural justice, a
value that is presumably shared to some degree by the judicial reader.
Indeed, the argument in the brief may be read as a final plea to the
skeptical judicial reader to affirm this value by rewriting the ending in
this particularly egregious case. To overcome the judicial reticence to
disturb the settled ending of the story already in place (Petitioner
Williams's death sentence),2" this tale must compel the reader to
action-rather than being recognized and dismissed as a familiar
repackaging of a warmed-over stock story that has been recycled from
efforts to overturn death sentences in countless previous cases.
The plot of state betrayals and judicial indifference (including,
perhaps, the hint of tyranny) must enable the reader to see the story
anew, and it must somehow outweigh or be balanced intellectually
against the horror of the crime itself resulting from the repulsiveness of
the acts of the two murderers who acted together; it must make
significant and persuasive what might be otherwise readily dismissed as
legally inconsequential. Simultaneously, the story must be revealed
carefully and meticulously, allowing the reader to track the actions of
the various actors cast on stage and appreciate fully the scope of the
narrative of betrayal that never allowed "the truth" (including hidden
psychiatric reports with exculpatory information; prior personal and
professional relationships between a witness, the prosecutor, and the
foreperson on the jury; and the possibility of undisclosed informal plea
arrangements between the crucial witness and the prosecutor) to emerge
from the shadows. The pace of the narrative (narrative rhythm) must
slow down where appropriate (in careful scenes) and speed up where

reaffirms the positive/justice. Id. at 320. McKee notes that typical television murder
mysteries do not "go to the limit" and do not progress through this complete sequence. Id.
at 320-21. Alternatively, McKee cites other detective films that bring the progression of
the plot to tyranny and apparently stops there, creating discomfort for the viewer that this
provides the ending to the sequence. Id. at 320-21. Likewise, the initial telling of the story
in the petitioner's brief in Williams stops at the determination of the Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals, ending the story abruptly. Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 14-15.
20. Amsterdam, Hertz, and Sterling suggest that a narrative provides "an invaluable
check against premature closure." Alper, supra note 6, at 10-11 (citing PETER BROOKS,
READING FOR THE PLOT: DESIGN AND INTENTION IN NARRATIVE 103-04 (1992)). The authors
cite narrative theorist Peter Brooks's observation that "the very structure of narrative
wards against 'the danger of short-circuit; the danger of reaching the ending too quickly."
Id. at n.38. The "premature closure" that the petitioner hopes to forestall with his retelling
of the tale is, of course, the execution of Petitioner Williams.
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appropriate (in summaries), and this plotting must be wedded to the
legal argument.
Ultimately, the story must engage the skeptical reader and overcome
difficult procedural and attitudinal predispositions not to review the case
so that new evidence may emerge and, perhaps, so that ultimately the
ending can be rewritten."' Crafting the Statement of the Case, and
later developing the factual inferences in a retelling of the -story within
the legal argument, is akin to tightrope-walking a dangerous high-wire
of language: the writer must maintain balance, purpose, and perspective;
the consequences of mistake or error in storytelling choices and
judgments are grave indeed.
B.

Initial Choices

The judicial proceedings provide the primary time frame for the story.
It is the official proceedings that may mark the beginning of the plot; the
steady state is disrupted, and the "trouble" initially appears. 22 The
pace of the narrative slows, recounting the investigation, the charging
decision, and the trial. In narrative terms, these sections are depicted
in dramatic scenes rather than summary. The presentation is chronological; the Statement of the Case proceeds in a linear and forward-moving
time according to the stages of the various legal proceedings. The pace
of the telling slows, and it will become slower still and more deliberate
in the Argument when the inferences from the acts initially depicted in
the Statement of the Case are fully analyzed. The Statement of the
Case employs careful direct quotation, connected by brief clauses and
short non-intrusive sentences. The story is presented initially as a self-

21. The narrative theorist Peter Brooks analogizes the narrative role of the storyteller
representing a condemned inmate as akin to the predicament of Sheherazade, who must
tell a story that compels the king to permit her to live one more night so that he might
discover the ending of the story. Peter Brooks, Unpublished Planning Conference at the
Narrative Persuasion Institute (May 15-17, 2003) (on file with author).
22. Anthony Amsterdam and Jerome Bruner have observed in their "bare-bones
definition of narrative" that
[a] narrative ... needs a plot with a beginning, a middle, and an end, in which
particular characters are involved in particular events. The unfolding of the plot
requires (implicitly or explicitly): (1) an initial steady state grounded in the
legitimate ordinariness of things (2) that gets disrupted by a Trouble consisting
of circumstances attributable to human agency or susceptible to change by human
intervention, (3) in turn evoking efforts at redress or transformation, which
succeed or fail, (4) so that the old steady state is restored or a new (transformed)
steady state is created, (5) and the story concludes by drawing the then-and-there
of the tale that has been told into the here-and-now of the telling through some
coda-say, for example, Aesop's characteristic moral of the story.
ANTHONY G. AMSTERDAM & JEROME BRUNER, MINDING THE LAw 113-14 (2000).
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evident arrangement of excerpts of transcripts from the joint appendix
and prior judicial opinions. Yet there is great purposefulness in this
initial telling; the plot provides a gradual unfolding that reveals the
darkness and betrayals. This plot, told in various forms, can best be
understood as a detective mystery, using techniques of suspense and
surprise, framed by a well-plotted narrative structure, employing
stylistic techniques and conventions appropriate to the principles of this
legal storytelling genre.
C. The First Betrayal: Williams's Initial Conviction Based on the
Intimated Possibility of an Undisclosed Plea Agreement
The next sequence of the Statement of the Case (identified by the
heading The Investigation and Trial) begins when Verena James
contacts the local deputy sheriff Claude Meinhard-initially cast on
stage as a minor character who will later reemerge in a different and
important role in another subplot-and tells him she transported
Williams and Cruse to an "area not far from the house" on the night of
the fire.23 Cruse is questioned and furnishes no information but, after
the discovery of the Kellers' bodies, consults with an attorney who
negotiates an agreement sparing Cruse's life in exchange for Cruse's
statement and testimony against Williams. Cruse agrees, and "'implicate[s] both men in all the crimes charged, except for Cruse's role in
Mrs. Keller's rape. ' "" There are details that seem to implicate Cruse's
character, specifically, his untrustworthiness. Forensic reports reveal
that Cruse had "fail[ed] 'to tell the police that he had raped Mrs. Keller,"' and subsequently the Commonwealth "maintained that Cruse had
breached the negotiated agreement."2 5
Williams's pre-trial motions sought to obtain, specifically: (1)
"information regarding any 'confessions or statements' by Cruse;" (2)
"'[a]ny and all consideration or promises of consideration given to Cruse,
whether 'formal or informal,' 'direct or indirect;"' and (3) "any 'psychiatric, psychological and mental health records' relating to Cruse. 26
Further, the trial court ordered the Commonwealth to produce any
exculpatory information.2 7
The trial is reconstructed primarily as a swearing contest between
Cruse and Williams as to who is telling the truth about the murders and
about what happened at the Kellers' home. Again, using fragments of

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 3.
Id. at 4 (citing Williams v. Commonwealth, 450 S.E.2d 365, 370 (Va. 1994)).
Id. (citing Williams, 450 S.E.2d at 370).
Id.
Id.
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testimony and summary, the brief first reconstructs Cruse's story:
Williams planned the robbery, Williams and Cruse raped Mrs. Keller,
Williams shot Mr. Keller, and Cruse shot Mrs. Keller only at Williams's
urging and insistence. Williams shot Mrs. Keller when she stood up and
then shot the Kellers "'a couple more times apiece.'" 2" Cruse, who faces
two counts of capital murder, asserts that there was "no deal of any kind
between him and the prosecution."2 9 Moreover, "[o]n direct examination, cross, and redirect, Cruse maintained that he had no agreement
with the Commonwealth about his sentence and that he was receiving
nothing in exchange for his testimony." 3°
Williams then testifies in his own defense, "directly contradicting
Cruse's account of the robbery, sexual assault, and homicides."31 The
Statement of the Case reconstructs Williams's counter-story with
carefully sequenced and edited quotations and summary: "Williams'
defense to the capital murder indictment was straightforward: Cruse
was lying; Williams fired only one shot; that shot was not fatal.
Williams was therefore guilty of first degree murder but not of capital
murder."32
After explaining how Williams's testimony was consistent with the
forensic evidence presented by the medical examiner, and emphasizing
defense counsel's argument in summation,3 the brief characterizes the
prosecution's strategy:
The Commonwealth's Attorney acknowledged that "the only dispute
is about the rape and whether he [Williams] is guilty of first degree
murder or capital murder." Thus, the prosecution's strategy was
equally clear: bolster Cruse's testimony; undermine Williams' credibility ...because "[tihere is no agreement with Mr. Cruse. What he is
doing is on his own. When this is over he goes to trial and faces the
death penalty on two charges of capital murder."

28. Id. at 5 (citing Williams, 450 S.E.2d at 370).
29. Id. at 5-6.
30. Id. at 6.
31. Id.
32. Id.
33. As defense counsel stated in summation:
"[Olur theory is ... that Mr. Cruse fired all three shots that killed Mrs.
Keller.... And... based upon the evidence that you see, when Mr. Keller stood
up, that the wound that [the medical examiner] ...said was possibly non-lethal
... was the one that... Mr. Williams fired from the .38.... " "And I submit to
you that Mr. Cruse is lying.... Now I'm not suggesting that Williams is not
guilty, that because of my scenario he walks, he gets off of murder. He's guilty of
first degree murder on both counts."
Id. at 6-7 (brackets in original).
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The trial court charged the jury on both capital murder and first
degree murder. After deliberating for about four hours, the jurors
convicted Williams on all counts, including capital murder. 4
Petitioner's brief concludes this section:
A trial date was never set for Cruse. On March 14, 1994, several
weeks after Williams was sentenced to death, Cruse pled guilty to the
capital murder of Mrs. Keller and to the reduced charge of first degree
murder of Mr. Keller. At Cruse's sentencing hearing, the prosecutor
urged the Court to spare Cruse's life because he had testified for the
Commonwealth at Williams' trial. Cruse received a life sentence on
April 26, 351994, and is now incarcerated at an unknown location outside
Virginia.
D.

The Second Betrayal and Progressive Complications

In the state habeas corpus proceedings, "[aifter Williams' convictions
and death sentences were affirmed on direct appeal," (making quick
work of the appeals and compressing them into a brief summary rather
than a developed scene) a new character- appropriately named
"White"-is cast on stage: "Eric D. White was appointed to represent
Williams in connection with the state habeas proceeding." 36 White is
the first sympathetic character, perhaps, since the story began (after the
murders of the Kellers). He is the protagonist when the story is
reconceptualized as narrative; he is also the first detective brought on
stage. The telling of the tale slows down, as the narrative details
White's struggle (in Amsterdam and Bruner's model of plotting).3 7
That is, "White immediately set about to conduct an appropriate
investigation, gather records, and interview witnesses in3 order to
identify and present all available collateral claims for relief." 1
Other legal actors are cast back on stage: White writes to Sheriff
Meinhard requesting to meet with members of his department and to
review investigative reports. Meinhard never responds and never
provides the requested files. White also writes to Warren Von Schuch,
the lead trial prosecutor, and Donald Curry, the senior assistant
Attorney General managing habeas litigation, requesting to review "'all
materials and evidence'" including, specifically:

34. Id. at 7-8.
35. Id. at 8.
36.
37.

Id.
See AMsTERDAM & BRUNER, supra note 22, at 113-14.

38. Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 8.
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"[a]ll reports of physical and mental examinations.., conducted in
connection with the investigation of the offense, including ... all
psychological tests... performed upon any prosecution witness"; "[any
and all such considerations or promises of consideration given during
the course of the investigation and trial of this case by any law
enforcement officials, including prosecutors or agents, police or
informers, to or on behalf of any witness the prosecutor called at trial,
or any such consideration or promises expected or hoped from any such
witness at any future time. . . ."; [and] "[a] copy of all medical or
psychiatric reports... concerning any witness the prosecutor called at
trial which arguable [sic] affected the witness' credibility, ability to
perceive or ability to recall events.""

Donald Curry, the Senior Assistant Attorney, refuses the request.4 ° The
prosecutors may be identified as antagonists; thus, they become part of
the forces of antagonism that collectively oppose White as the plot moves
forward and "thickens" with progressive complications characteristic of
the middle section of a well-formed narrative.
Unable to obtain records or to locate Cruse, White files a motion for
expert services in the Virginia Supreme Court, which has exclusive
jurisdiction over capital habeas petitions. Specifically, White requests
an investigator to examine "issues relating to the testimony and status
of the codefendant, Jeffrey Cruse, and issues relating to the jury's
consideration of this case."41 White tells the court he is unable to
locate Cruse to conduct "an independent investigation into 'the plea
negotiations.'"4' 2 White also requires the investigator to determine the
possible existence of "irregularities, improprieties, and omissions ...
with regard to the empanelment of the jury .

"

The Commonwealth

opposes the request as "frivolous."44

39. Id. at 9.
40. Curry's letter says, "we have no intention ...of [inspecting and reviewing the files]
for the purpose of identifying, material, exculpatory evidence.'" Id. (alteration in original).
The brief cites two reasons. "First,. .. Williams' trial counsel had 'filed a lengthy request
for exculpatory evidence prior to trial and the Commonwealth responded at that time.'
Second, 'I know of no authority that requires the Commonwealth, as the respondent in a
civil habeas proceeding, to comply with such a request from petitioner's counsel.'" Id.
41. Id. at 10.
42. Id.
43. Id.
44. The Commonwealth through Curry argues, for example, that the court should not
"'authorize the expenditure of taxpayer funds... to intrude upon the private lives of the
jurors,'" because such a request "'could be made by any prisoner in any case.'" Id. And
a ballistics expert should not be hired because "'the issue in this case was not one of
ballistics; rather it was a question of which defendant shot which victim .

. . .'"

Id.
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White is blocked in his other efforts to "obtain relevant information,"
including the whereabouts of Cruse.45 The forces of antagonism taking
shape against White strengthen, and the conflict becomes personal. The
prosecutors emerge from the shadows as discrete characters. For
example, White writes to the Commonwealth's Attorney, Curry:
"I don't care where I speak to him [Cruse] but I think I am entitled to
speak with him. I think I am also entitled to know the circumstances
surrounding his entry into protective custody. I find it hard to believe
that arrangements for this were not made prior to his testimony
against my client."4
Curry rebuffs White tersely: "'Cruse, in fact, is imprisoned outside
Virginia. I will not reveal, however, his location to you or anyone else
who might disclose the location to your client. . .

."

7 Further motions

for production of discovery related48to Cruse are termed by the Commonwealth as "'a fishing expedition.'"
White files an amended state habeas petition asserting a claim that
the Commonwealth "had failed to reveal an agreement with Cruse. ""'
Furthermore, "White requested an evidentiary hearing, the right to
conduct discovery, and funds to retain experts." ° The Virginia
Supreme Court dismissed the petition, however, concluding that "'some
claims were procedurally barred'" and that there is "'no merit in
petitioner's remaining allegations.'"'" The case has now been officially
marked closed, and Williams's fate has been sealed.
E. Another Betrayal and More Surprises-FederalHabeas Corpus
Proceedings
The conflict in the plot is ratcheted up. The wrongs committed by
various state actors move from unfairness (the "contrary" to the value of
procedural justice) to procedural injustice (the "contradictory") in
opposition to the value of procedural justice.5 2 Plot movement is
created by progressively raising the "stakes" and quality of the
wrongdoing. Another clue is now discovered.

45. Id. at 11.
46. Id.
47. Id.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. Id. at 11-12.
51. Id. at 12. The brief concludes this piece of the puzzle: "The court denied Williams'
motions for investigative and expert services, for the production of Jeffrey Cruse, and for
discovery relating to Jeffrey Cruse." Id.
52. See MCKEE, supra note 19, at 319-22.
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The United States District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia
grants a stay and appoints counsel, who files a federal habeas petition.
The federal habeas "petition re-raised Williams' Brady claim based on
the Commonwealth's failure to disclose any formal or informal deals or
arrangements with Cruse."53 This claim is supplemented with a new
Brady claim: an investigator employed by appointed counsel during the
federal habeas corpus proceedings has just discovered a previously
undisclosed pretrial psychiatric report.
Further, according to an
affidavit filed by Williams's state habeas counsel, this psychiatric report,
based upon an examination of Cruse several months prior to Williams's
trial, was not in the court file when he previously examined it "for the
specific purpose of determining whether it contained information that
shed light on the nature of the 'deal' Cruse had with the Commonwealth
or information that might be useful in attacking Cruse's credibility."S4
The brief highlights language in the report: "[Cruse] has little recollection of [the Keller murders]. . . , other than vague memories, as he was
intoxicated with alcohol and marijuana at the time."55 This clearly
contradicts Cruse's testimony at trial, but the story of the cover-up and
the initial bad acts of the prosecutor intensify: recently appointed
counsel during the federal habeas corpus proceedings stumbled upon
another clue, hinting at further betrayals, including procedural
violations of Williams's Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment rights. This
time, it becomes apparent that the jury foreperson lied during voir dire
about her personal relationship with a witness and her previous
professional relationship with the prosecutor:
During the investigation conducted in connection with preparing the
federal petition, counsel serendipitously discovered that Stinnett, the
jury foreperson, had previously been married to Sheriff Meinhard, who
was the father of her four children. Meinhard was involved in the
Keller investigation from the start; he interviewed Cruse and testified
at trial. Counsel also discovered that one of Williams's prosecutors,
Robert Woodson, represented Stinnett in her divorce from Sheriff
Meinhard. Both Stinnett and prosecutor Woodson had remained silent
when the trial judge asked the following questions:
- "Have you or any member of your immediate family ever been
represented by any of the aforementioned attorneys? [Robert Woodson's
name had been previously read to the jury.]"
- "Are any of you involved in law enforcement?"

53. Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 12.
54.
55.

Id. at 12-13.
Id. at 13.
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- "Are any of you related to the following people who may be called
as a witness... Deputy Sheriff Claude Meinhard?" 5

The district court dismisses "most of Williams' claims" but orders an
evidentiary hearing on two claims that, if proven true, reveal some
highly prejudicial acts of prosecutorial wrongdoing: "on the Brady claim
involving the undisclosed deal with Cruse and the claims involving
Stinett, Meinhard and Woodson" and "[w]ith respect to Williams'
contention that the prosecution failed 'to disclose to the defense that
Cruse did in fact have an agreement with the Commonwealth for a life
57
The
sentence in exchange for his testimony against Williams."'
petitioner's brief relies extensively upon unmediated quotation whenever
For example, as to
possible; it is akin to the work of bricolage.
Williams's latter claim, the brief quotes the strong language in the
opinion emphasizing the power that withholding any information about
a deal would have had upon the jury: "The [district] court explained
that '[h]ad the jury known that Cruse had some sort of agreement,
understanding, or expectation with the Commonwealth regarding his
sentence for the Keller murders, there is little doubt that their
assessment of Cruse's credibility would have been affected.'""8 As to
the Stinnett/Meinhard/Woodson claims, the district court ordered a
hearing because:
"[tihere is no evidence that state habeas counsel knew or could have
known of Juror Stinett's relationship to Deputy Meinhard absent
disclosure by the prosecutor. Because Prosecutor Woodson never
notified the court or defense counsel of his prior representation of
Deputy Meinhard or of his knowledge of Deputy Meinhard's relationship to Juror Stinnett, the Court finds that this information was not
reasonably available59 to defense counsel and that they were unable to
know of this issue.

56. Id. at 13-14.
57. Id. at 14. The district court "concluded that 'Villiams was entitled to know
whether any informal understanding had been reached between Cruse and the Commonwealth prior to or at the time of Cruse's testimony at trial . ..'" Id. at 16. The court
determined that Williams was not entitled to an evidentiary hearing on his claim that the
Commonwealth failed to disclose the psychiatric evaluation of Cruse because he failed to
explain how the report was brought to the federal habeas counsel's attention. Id. Williams
filed a motion to amend attaching White's affidavit; the motion was denied. Id. at 17.
58. Id. at 15.
59. Id.
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Accordingly, the district court determines that there is "'cause and
prejudice' to justify raising these claims for the first time in federal
60
court."

The court agrees with Williams that the "'Commonwealth failed to
provide this report to Williams's defense counsel ... despite being
ordered to disclose all Brady material.'"'" The court further found that
"'Cruse played a critical role in the Commonwealth's case against
Williams"' and "'Cruse's testimony on the triggerman issue and his
credibility as a witness determined who would be convicted of capital
murder.'" 62 The court concludes, however, that Williams is not entitled
to an evidentiary hearing regarding the Commonwealth's failure to
disclose Cruse's psychiatric report because "'Williams fails to explain to
the Court how the report came to the attention of federal habeas counsel
and why it could not have been previously discovered through the
exercise of due diligence on the part of state habeas counsel.'"63
F The Plot Thickens-The Commonwealth's Emergency Stay
Proceedings and Remand
After the initial district court's ruling, the Commonwealth "immediately filed an Application for an Emergency Stay and a Petition for Writ of
Mandamus and Prohibition in the Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit."' A divided three-judge panel granted the Commonwealth's
motion, holding that The Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act
(AEDPA)65 "limits ... a court's ability to conduct an evidentiary
hearing where an applicant has failed to develop the factual basis of a
claim in state court." 6
Specifically, the court cited two familiar
requirements: "First, the claim must rely on ... a 'factual predicate that
could not have been previously discovered through the exercise of due
diligence'" and "[slecond, the underlying facts must 'be sufficient to
establish by clear and convincing evidence that but for constitutional
error, no reasonable factfinder would have found the applicant guilty of
the underlying offense.'" 67 The Fourth Circuit held that the district
court "did not apply these requirements," and "[i]nstead it simply cited

60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

Id. at 16.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 17.
Id.
See 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(2)(A), (B) (2000).
Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 17.
Id. at 17-18 (citing 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(2)(A), (B)).
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several pre-AEDPA cases to support its conclusion that the defendant
68
has demonstrated cause and prejudice. This, we believe, was error."
At this moment in the timeline of the narrative, another legal actor is
initially cast onto stage-the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals as another
antagonistic force-and implicitly completes the conversion of initial bad
acts (unfairness) from cover-up (injustice) into a form of cold judicial
indifference (foreshadowing of the possibility of tyranny).
On remand, the district court had no choice but to bend beneath the
weight of the Fourth Circuit's judgment. In its view, Williams "did not
'fail to develop' the factual basis of his claims":
"[The] record is replete with examples of state habeas counsel's
numerous attempts to obtain the evidence required to discover, present,
and prove Williams' claims-including informal attempts to resolve
discovery matters between counsel which were repeatedly rebuffed.
The state courts further denied Williams the opportunity to develop the
necessary facts by denying all of Williams's requests for discovery,
expert assistance, and investigative funds, and by refusing
to hold any
69
hearing to take evidence outside the trial record."
Nevertheless, "'despite its concerns over the applicability of [section] 2254(e)(2) to cases such as the present one,'" the district court
believed it had been "'directed by its Court of Appeals"' to deny Williams
an evidentiary hearing because "even if Williams could meet subsection
(A)'s retroactive-new-law or new-factual-predicate requirements, he could
not make 'the requisite showing of innocence' under subsection B"
dismissing Williams' petition without a hearing.°
G. The Final Betrayal
The first act of betrayal had occurred when the court ordered
discovery, but Williams's attorneys did not receive what they have been
promised. This may, perhaps, have been a betrayal of mistake or
unfairness. But, to create the narrative force of the story, and to tell a
story where the wrongdoing is of such nature that might compel a
different outcome, the progressive complications must be compelling in
their narrative as well as legal dimensions. The value of "procedural
justice" is further corrupted in the second betrayal as additional clues
are discovered and as wrongdoing becomes its antithesis, injustice. But
this is not the end of the story (or of the narrative movements). The
forces of antagonism become more extreme in the third and final

68. Id. at 18.
69. Id.
70. Id. at 18-19.
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betrayal-this time by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. What is
now at stake is the value of procedural justice itself.
In this final movement of defendant's narrative, the brief presents an
understated description of Williams's appeal to the Fourth Circuit and
how the Fourth Circuit closes the various doors by simply excerpting
language from the Fourth Circuit opinion that seems to negate the value
of procedural justice that provides the fulcrum for the story.7
III.

A.

DETECTIVES, SUSPENSE, SURPRISE, AND THE DOUBLE-LOGIC OF
MYSTERIES

A

7

pology of Detective Mysteries72

Anthony Amsterdam suggests that detective mysteries provide a basic
typology for categorizing stories told on behalf of condemned inmates in
post-conviction relief practice. Amsterdam identifies four basic forms:
(1) the traditional "whodunit," (2) the blundering cop story, (3) the story
exonerating the7 victim
of villainy, and (4) the story vindicating the
3
faithful believer.
1.
The Traditional Whodunit. The traditional/closet/English
murder mystery provides a plot-structure akin to the stories told in
certain briefs written on behalf of condemned inmates, especially in
actual innocence claims. In the literary version of these tales, characteristically, a murder or crime has been committed at the start of the story
or before the story actually begins (for example, initiating the time-frame
of the story). For example, the detective arrives at the scene of the
crime just after the murder has occurred. In the definition of plotting
proposed by Amsterdam and Bruner, this is the "trouble" that has
breached the "steady state" and initiates the story.7 4 It is then up to
the master detective, and sometimes the detective's companion, to solve
the puzzler by determining "who-dun-it."

71. Id. at 19-20.
72. I reemphasize that the material in this subsection is taken whole-cloth and in its
entirety from the work of Anthony Amsterdam, presented at a Narrative Persuasion
Institute, and from handouts presented at this conference. The descriptions of the typology
of detective stories are excerpted from a handout titled "Four Basic Genres of the Detective
Story," distributed initially at the Seventh Annual National Federal Habeas Corpus
Seminar, Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 22, 2002. Errors in representation of the complexity of
ideas that accompany the handout and any confusion, incomprehension, or
oversimplification in presentation of text or of Amsterdam's concepts are my own
exclusively.
73. See Amsterdam, supra note 4.
74.

See AMsTERDAM & BRUNER, supra note 22, at 113-14.
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The plot focuses upon the struggle of the detective to uncover the
clues. The satisfactions for the reader are, perhaps, primarily intellectual. The purpose of the story is for the detective to solve the crime (the
climax) and for the reader to appreciate how this solution is arrived at
through the abilities and instincts of the detective. The telling of the
tale affirms the triumph of logic and reason over disorder and confusion.
The story will not work if the solution is obvious or apparent to the
reader earlier in the story. The reader tests her reasoning against the
intellectual processes of the detective. The structure withholds the
solution until the end of the story. However, how the clues fit together
for the solution must be apparent and logical in retrospect or the reader
will certainly feel cheated and deceived (the emphasis is upon the
superior deductive logic provided by the detective providing an alternative to the initially apparent solution). A primary narrative component
to a whodunit is narrative surprise, as the story provides a second "resolution" that is not anticipated by the reader. Yet, this solution must
also make sense, and it must conform completely to the internal
narrative logic of the story (the solution provides an answer to an
intellectual puzzle).
Amsterdam provides an example of the plot of a traditional whodunit:
a murder has been committed at an English Country Estate by one of
ten houseguests or the servants, all with plausible motives and
opportunities, or none with any motive or opportunity whatsoever. The
puzzle for the master detective and for the armchair detective is to solve
the mystery by determining "whodunit."75
There are other apparent characteristics to this literary story in
addition to the affirming ability of the master detective to intellectually
sort through all the available details and pieces and solve the puzzle of
the past. For example, the "perspective" or "point-of-view" in this type
of story is typically that of the protagonist-detective. The story is
characteristically told in a third- person limited perspective (rather than
through an omniscient narrator) or, alternatively, through the perspective or first-person voice of a sympathetic "sidekick" who follows the
processes of the detective. Often, suspense of the plot is intensified by
device of the pressure to apprehend the villain/culprit before there can
be more evil-doing. Also, typically the villain has a distinctive character

75. Amsterdam also cites various examples of this type of story: Edgar Allen Poe's
MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE (1841); Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories
(many); the Ellery Queen stories (both the character and alias of Frederic Dannay and
Manfred B. Lee); the stories of John Dickinson Carr; S.S. Van Dine's Philo Vance stories;
and Agatha Christie's MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS (1934). Amsterdam, supra note
4.
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(for example, an intellectual ability almost matching that of the master
detective). Alternatively, there must be sufficient complexity in the
antagonistic forces to make the detective's struggle compelling.
According to Peter Brooks, there is characteristically a "double logic"
at play in the plot.76 Consequently, the plot moves in two temporal
directions simultaneously-the detective attempts to solve the mystery
by returning to the past to retrace the footsteps of the criminal while the
plot simultaneously moves forward in the narrative. Brooks quotes
Sherlock Holmes's explanation to his sidekick Watson that, in undertaking this journey, the detective must separate what is "vital" but "overlaid
and hidden by what [is] irrelevant" and "piece [these clues] together in
their order so as to reconstruct this remarkable chain of events."7 7
Much of the element of excitement or surprise in the traditional
whodunit is provided by the twist in the tale that resolves, or leads to
the climax and resolution of the plot. Amsterdam observes that typically
"the clues are set out early; the reader knows everything necessary to
solve the puzzle." 8 The "rules" for the logic-game were "formalized by
Monsignor Ronald Knox in his Introduction to The Best Detective Stories
of 1928" and included such clear principles as "there is no 'rooting for'
anybody except the problem-solver [and] there is no villain except the
person who gets fitted7 9into the villain's role at the end through the
solution of the puzzle."
In what type of legal cases does narrative of the post-conviction relief
practitioner seem to parallel that of the literary whodunit? Amsterdam
suggests that since these stories turn on intellectual rather than
emotional pivots, at the core there needs to be "a genuine intellectual
puzzler-a hard-to-figure-out question: who really did it? or how could
a strange thing like this have happened? or what's the real set of
relations within this inexplicable set of characters?"" ° Akin to the
mystery, engaging the reader to rework the clues to solve the puzzle
anew, the story must convince the reader that the prosecution's version
of the story resulting in the initial conviction is wrong and that there is
another version of the story "under which [the] client didn't do it (or
didn't do it in the capital degree) that makes better sense.""' Conse-

76. BROOKS, supra note 20, at 29.
77. Id. (citing SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE, The Naval Treaty, in 1 THE COMPLETE
SHERLOCK HOLMES 542 (1892)).
78. Amsterdam, supra note 4.
79. Id. (citing Ronald Knox, Introductionto THE BEST ENGLISH DETECTIVE STORIES OF
1928 (Horace Liveright 1929)).
80. Id. (emphasis added).
81. Id.
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quently, the form of the traditional whodunit seems to fit well with
claims of "'actual innocence' that excuse procedural defaults or authorize
successor federal habeas petitions."8 2
2. The Blundering Cop Story. In the blundering cop story, "the
cops and/orprosecutors have overlooked the obvious or set off on a false
trail, [confirmed their misconceptions,] and got it all wrong. Clear
thinking and/or dispassion [of the master detective and the armchair
detective] can get it right." 3 The difference in this type of story from
the traditional whodunit is that the emphasis is shifted to the actions of
law enforcement and state actors. Characteristically, Amsterdam
identifies two basic subtypes of this story: (a) the dumb gumshoe subtype
in which the cop is basically stupid, although usually also arrogant and
conceited, with flaws in character that result in equally flawed
judgments as well; and (b) the bad cop subtype in which the cop is
blinded by malevolent forces such as bigotry.' Examples from fiction
and film include: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories,
where Holmes outwits Detective Tobias Gregson or Inspector LeStrade
and the clods of Scotland Yard; Rex Stout's ChristmasParty,where Nero
Wolfe outwits Sergeant Purley Stebbins; Susan Glaspell's A Jury of Her
Peers, in which the force of antagonism is sexist stupidity; and the film
version
of In the Heat of the Night, in which racist bigotry is over85
come.

The form applies, characteristically, to different types of stories than
the whodunit. Unlike the whodunit, the puzzle should not have been
complex or hard to figure out. Further, with the passage of time, some
of the pieces of the puzzle may have been lost, and the solution may not
be as complete and comprehensive. The focus in the story is upon the
errors committed by the police and prosecutors (and their insistence
upon ratifying their mistakes in the police investigatory or prosecutorial
procedures). This, in turn, may call into play a different voice and
perspective in the telling of the tale. Blundering cop stories are told
from first-person, third-person limited, and third-person omniscient
perspectives. There is great variety in the blundering cop story.
Likewise, this form marries to a variety of different type of claims.

82. Id.
83. Id. (first brackets in original; second brackets added).
84. Id.
85. Id. (citing REX STOUT, The Christmas Party, in AND FOUR TO Go (1958); Susan
Glaspell, A Jury of Her Peers (1927); IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT (Metro Goldwyn Mayer
1967)).
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Amsterdam identifies cases akin to Brady v.Maryland 6 (nondisclosure)
claims, Mooney v. Holohans 7 and Miller v. Pate 8 (false evidence)
claims, United States v. Napue 9 and Giglio v. United States9 ° (bought
witness) claims, California v. Trombetta9' (destroyed evidence) claims,
coerced-confession claims, Moulton v. United States 2 (planted informant) claims, and claims of prosecutorial misconduct.93
Unlike the traditional whodunit, Amsterdam observes, often there is
no "'real perp' cast as the villain (although you can have one)."94 It is
the cops, the prosecutor, or both who provide the antagonistic force that
propels the plot. The convicted defendant often is not a protagonist of
the story or even a "sympathetic" character (in fact, this character is
often unsympathetic; this may even provide a reason or motivation for
why this character was targeted and pursued by the police, the
prosecutor, or both.95
3. The Story Exonerating the Victim of Villainy. This type of
story seems to adopt features of both previously identified story forms.
It seems to be an especially popular form since it provides the plot
satisfaction of the traditional whodunit. This heightens the dramatic
tension in the plot. (Also, many popular stories are constructed as if
variations upon this template.) Like the traditional whodunit, there is
a clearly identifiable antagonist and a melodramatic villain or malignant
antagonist (for example, "the supermind ... who has framed the
protagonist or escaped justice because the protagonist took the rap").9"
[Characteristically,] [tihe real villain is the nub of the plot. There can
also be dumb gumshoes or bad cops, but the focus is on how the real
perp got away with murder and will continue to do so unless the
miscarriage of justice resulting in the protagonist's accusation and
conviction is corrected.97
There are two basic subtypes: (a) the set-up (in which the real villain
frames the protagonist), and (b) the slick operator (in which the real

86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.

373 U.S. 83 (1963).
294 U.S. 103 (1935).
386 U.S. 1 (1967).
834 F.2d 1311 (7th Cir. 1987).
544 U.S. 917 (2005).
467 U.S. 479 (1984).
522 U.S. 1114 (1998).
Amsterdam, supra note 4.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
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villain covers his or her tracks well enough to leave the protagonist
holding the bag).9 8 Because both the centrality and identification of the
"real villain" is at the core of the resolution of these stories, this
template provides an apparent structure that fits Brady claims involving
leads to other possible perpetrators; Napue and Giglio claims involving
snitches and turned codefendants; Bruton v. United States99 claims that
concern codefendant's confessions; confrontation claims, including Davis
v. Alaska, ° ° Olden v. Kentucky,'0 ' Lee v. Illinois,l°2 and others, especially when the villain's incriminating evidence has not been tested;
and Trombetta..3 claims, where evidence potentially pointing to the
real perpetrator has been destroyed.'0 4
4. The Story Vmdicating the Faithful Believer. Here, the point
of view or perspective is shifted somewhat to that of a different
protagonist or type of protagonist, often with a vested emotional interest
in the case other than that of professional or master detective.
According to Amsterdam, "This story features a gutsy protagonist
(spouse, parent or other family member, teacher, religious counselor, or
friend) who has faith in the wrongly accused person, hangs in tenaciously and proves his or her innocence against all odds."1°5 The faithfulbeliever figure cast as the protagonist is usually sympathetic. Examples
include: Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's The Bascom Valley Mystery in The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes; Dashiell Hammett's The Scorched Face;
Mignon G. Eberhart's Spider; and, Edward D. Hoch's The Leopold

98. Exemplars in literature and popular culture identified by Amsterdam include: Erle
Stanley Gardner, Leg Man, in OXFoRD BOOK OF AMERICAN DETECTIVE STORIES (Tony
Hillerman & Rosemary Herbert, eds., 1996); Anthony Boucher, Crime Must Have a Stop,
in EXUENT MURDERERS (1983); THE FUGITvE (Warner Brothers 1993); Alfred Hitchcock,
I CONFESS (Warner Brothers 1953); and, of course, with a twist, VERTIGO (Paramount
Pictures 1958). Id.
99. 391 U.S. 123 (1968).
100. 415 U.S. 308 (1974).
101. 488 U.S. 227 (1988).
102. 540 U.S. 1010 (2003).
103. 467 U.S. 479 (1984).
104. Amsterdam, supra note 4.
105. Id.
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Locked Room. l °6 The faithful-believer story "can be conjoined with any
of the preceding three genres or can stand alone."0'v
Amsterdam specifies that:
This story marries particularly well with IAC [ineffective assistance of
counsel] claims because the faithful believer can be cast in contrast to
the faithless counselor. It lends itself to use when the prosecution's
trial evidence was particularly strong, because the strength of the
damning appearances highlights the faithful believer's perseverance.
This type can also be turned into a story about a wrongful death
sentence rather than a wrongful conviction, as was done, e.g., in Sister
Helen Prejean's Dead Man Walking and the 1995 movie version with
Susan Sarandon, or in Ernest J. Gaines's A Lesson Before Dying.018
5. Application to Petitioner's Statement of the Case in Williams. Initially, the story as presented in the Statement of the Case
does not fall under two of the categories in the typology proposed by
Amsterdam. The story is clearly not a traditional whodunit. Unlike the
traditional whodunit, the petitioner's brief does not tell a story about a
condemned man who is actually innocent, and the story does not provide
or suggest an alternative plot about the detective who reinvestigates the
case and comes up with a counter-story that points to a different master
criminal or a solution to the crime. In fact, the "back story" (the initial
paragraph) concedes that Williams is clearly guilty of first-degree
murder (but not capital murder).'1 9 Narrative time does not begin
until the procedural events of the investigation, trial, conviction, and
post-conviction relief proceedings (the beginning of the story). The linear
chronology is structured exclusively by these procedural events. Judicial
proceedings and procedure define the various settings. There is no
reinvestigation of the cime itself; the narrative shifts quickly away from
the initial paragraph.
Nor is the story about the faithful believer persevering against all the
odds. The single character who might be considered a protagonist (the

106. Id. (citing SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE, The Bascom Valley Mystery, in THE
ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES (1892); Dashiell Hammett, The Scorched Face, in THE
DASHIELL HAMMETT STORY OMNIBus (Lillian Hellman ed., Cassell 1966); Mignon G.
Eberhart, Spider, in THE CASES OF SUSAN DARE (1934); Edward D. Hoch, The Leopold
Locked Room, in MURDEROUS SCHEMES: AN ANTHOLOGY OF CLASSIC DETECTIVE STORIES
(Donald Westlake & J. Madison Davis, eds., 1996)).
107. Id.
108. Id. (citing Helen Prejean, DEAD MAN WALKING: AN EYEWITNESS ACCOUNT OF THE
DEATH PENALTY IN THE UNITED STATES (1994); DEAD MAN WALKING (Working Title Films
1996); ERNEST J. GAINES, A LESSON BEFORE DYING (1994)).
109. Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 2-3.
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faithful believer) fighting to redeem the convicted prisoner is the postconviction counsel, White. White comes onto stage early in the story,
struggles, and then abruptly leaves the story. There is no development
of his relationship to Williams. This relationship is at the core of such
stories, including instances where the struggle is about the nature of the
sentence (as, for example, in the book and film adaptation of Dead Man
Walking).n0 Indeed, Williams as a character is never developed; he is
presented primarily as an actor assuming a particular role within the
judicial and procedural drama of the trial in relationship to codefendant
Cruse (for example, the depiction of the trial as a swearing contest
between Williams and Cruse where crucial information is withheld from
the jury). There is no development of the relationship between Williams
and White; indeed, the story scrupulously avoids personalizing the
relationships and contacts between Williams and White, although it does
characterize and personalize the drama of the confrontation between
White and the prosecutors.
The story told, at least the aspects of the past-tense story leading to
the final betrayal by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, may be
characterized as either a Blundering Cop story or a story Exonerating
the Victim of Villainy. Perhaps the plot structure falls somewhere
between the two, taking features from both. Like the Blundering Cop
story, "the cop and/or prosecutor have overlooked the obvious or set off
on a false trail, confirmed this initial misconception, and got it all
wrong.""' That is, employing the narrative progression of intensifying
episodes or progressive complications or struggle characteristic of
plotting generally,"' the story begins with mistakes and bad judgments and procedural unfairness. Williams is clearly not a sympathetic
character; the two characters have committed such horrific acts and are
so unsympathetic that, it seems, the choices as to which defendant to
prosecute for capital murder and which to convict for first-degree murder
may appear initially a matter of practical prosecutorial efficiency (as
numerous episodes of Law and Orderteach us, the first defendant to roll
over gets the good deal). But for this story to work, it must, it seems,
take features from the story exonerating the victim of villainy as well.
That is, the prosecutors must be rightfully depicted as villains, and their
actions must evidence a compelling disregard for the primary value in

110.

See DEAD MAN WALKING, supra note 108.

111. Amsterdam, supra note 4.
112. See AMSTERDAM & BRUNER, supra note 22, at 113-14. For illustrations of this
narrative structure in the plots of alternative stories, see the presentation and application
of this definition to two stories (The Water Nixie and The Star-Money) in Alper, supra note
6, at 22-27.
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the story, that of procedural justice. Their conduct must be so egregious
that it cannot be disregarded by the skeptical judicial reader. And here,
the writer has excellent material to develop in the plot and then to
revisit in detail in the argument.
The story about what happened at trial, on appeal, and in the initial
habeas proceeding, and the determination by the Circuit is over and goes
no further. Williams is condemned, and the case has been stamped
officially closed. But, as previously observed, there may well be a double
logic at work, as identified by Peter Brooks; this double logic is
characteristic of detective mystery stories.113 There exists a past-tense
story about the detective-protagonist White's blocked struggle to gain the
facts necessary to uncover the past and his inability to do so, a story of
frustration and, as I have characterized it, of betrayal as well. This
story ends abruptly with the determination of the Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals, the final betrayal. The story is not over, however, as there
will be a second telling in the Argument that folds the same initial
events within a different story and implicates the reader in plotting this
narrative (as the protagonist is recast, the antagonist is recast, and the
story told anew). This second story, unlike the first, is incomplete; it is
up to the reader to solve the mystery, resolve the story's suspense, and
write the ending to the tale.
B.

Suspense and Surprise

David Lodge observes that the word suspense derives from the Latin
word meaning "to hang" and that the popular notion of the "cliffhanger"
may derive quite literally from a person clinging to the face of a cliff by
her fingertips, as the reader is held to the page by the narrative
question-what happens next?... Will the person fall to her death?
The answer to this question becomes compelling when the narrative
tension (the suspense of the suspended facing her destruction or doom)
is sharpened through visual imagery, especially when it is a primary
character with whom the reader identifies strongly who is placed in
immediate physical or psychological jeopardy. Often this jeopardy is
caused initially by the intentional acts of a bad actor or antagonist, or
by forces set in motion by the antagonist, or by the forces of fate and
nature. In illustrating to the neophyte novelist how to handle suspense
and how to sustain and maximize the effects of suspense, Lodge

113.
114.

See BROOKS, supra note 20, at 29.
LODGE, supra note 2, at 14.
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identifies a116sequence of scenes from Thomas Hardy's novel A Pair of
Blue Eyes.
Elfride, the protagonist of A Pairof Blue Eyes, is the "somewhat fickle"
daughter of a Cornish vicar, who has accompanied Henry Knight
(ironically, usually it is the knight who must rescue the fair maiden) to
a high cliff overlooking the Bristol Channel. Henry is, as Lodge
describes him, "a man of maturer years... who has made overtures to
[Elfride], and to whom she is becoming guiltily attracted."" 6 He is a
"friend" of her stepmother's as well." 7 There are the progressive
complications: they are on the cliff to view the ship bringing home the
young architect to whom Elfride is secretly engaged. As they wait for
the ship to pull into the channel far below, the weather picks up-the
setting atmospherically conveying the rising emotions. A strong gust of
wind signals the arrival of an oncoming storm-both literally and
metaphorically-blowing up the waters of the channel and simultaneously blowing Knight's hat away towards the edge of the cliff. In attempting to retrieve it, Knight stumbles and then slips progressively farther
down the edge of the cliff towards the channel. Elfride's initial efforts
to rescue him only worsen his predicament." 8 Hardy continues:
"As he slowly slid inch by inch ... Knight made a last desperate
dash at the lowest tuft of vegetation-the last outlying knot of starved
herbage where the rock appeared in all its bareness. It arrested his
further descent. Knight was now literally suspended by his arms
.119

Lodge observes that, in a scene developed exclusively from Knight's
point of view, Elfride has now disappeared from view and cannot be
seen. 20 That is, neither Knight nor the reader can see what Elfride is
doing. Meanwhile, Knight hangs "literally suspended by his arms," in
a true "cliffhanger." 2' Hardy purposefully adjusts the lens of perspective and chooses the third-person limited or subjective point of view
(rather than, for example, the third-person omniscient that would enable
the reader to see Elfride throughout the scene); this enables Hardy to
maximize the tension or suspense.
The predicament of the "cliffhanger" provides an apt metaphor for
post-conviction relief practice; the condemned inmate is literally

115. Id. at 14-16 (citing THOMAS HARDY, A PAIR OF BLUE EYES (1873)).
116. Id. at 15 (citing HARDY, supra note 115).
117. Id. (citing HARDY, supra note 115).
118. Id. (citing HARDY, supra note 115).
119. Id. (quoting HARDY, supra note 115).
120. Id. (citing HARDY, supra note 115).
121. Id. (citing HARDY, supra note 115).
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"suspended" between conviction and execution. The condemned person
clings precariously to the side of the cliff, and, perhaps, like Hardy's
Knight, contemplates the fate that is squarely in front of him and
structures an argument that comprehends analytically the forces that
are aligned against him.
The initial tension-filled situation is not, however, sufficient to compel
the reader to follow the story. The suspense must be converted into the
deeper enigma of mystery. Alfred Hitchcock's Vertigo122 provides a
more recent illustration of suspense and the use of an initial "cliffhanger." In Vertigo, suspense from the opening cliffhanger is converted into
the core tension underlying the plot of a dark and complex story. Vertigo
opens with dramatic music, images of a woman's face, and swirling
visual patterns, one spinning inside the next. And then follows a
sequence of images, a classical cliffhanger: (1) A hand is shown on what
the viewer determines to be a ladder, and then a man climbs up on a
roof. (2) A second man, a uniformed police officer, appears on the roof.
(3) A third man appears. (4) The three men are in a chase across the
rooftops, the policeman shooting a gun and the third man racing behind
the policeman. (5) On a steeply slanted rooftop crossing an alleyway
between buildings, the first man leaps across the shaft and grabs onto
the slanted roof, pulling himself to safety; the policeman, in pursuit,
follows successfully. The third man jumps, slips on the roof, slides down,
and dangles down off the edge, clinging to a drain. (6) The policeman
abandons the chase to assist the third man and extends his hand to him
off the end of the roof, but slips and falls to his death in the effort. The
final shot is of the corpse of the123policeman in an alleyway far below.
These images are not explained.

The next sequence of scenes occurs in a cozy apartment overlooking
the city where the third man now recuperates. We learn that the third
man, Scottie Ferguson, was a police detective. He was traumatized by
the death of the policeman, feels responsible, and suffers now from
acrophobia (vertigo) as if still suspended psychologically in the cliffhanger. He has resigned his police detective job. He receives a call from an
old friend who offers him a job as a private detective to follow his
friend's suicidal wife Madeline, and Scottie begins the assignment. Thus
begins a new story, the plot of this second story seemingly disconnected
or discrete from the initial cliffhanger yet, the viewer anticipates,
connected mysteriously to the cliffhanger as well. Scottie initially saves
the suicidal wife from drowning and his fascination with her turns now
to love. When Madeline apparently dies mysteriously, Scottie, obsessed
122.
123.

VERTIGO, supra note 98.
Id.
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with the past and Madeline, discovers another woman who looks
remarkably like Madeline.124 Here, the final movement of the story
begins; the detective must solve the mystery of the past in order to move
forward into the future. The viewer is deeply engaged to understand the
dynamic of the events that will point to a different solution that is
unanticipated yet, simultaneously, will be apparent in retrospect.
In the petitioner's brief in Williams v. Taylor, 2 ' there is a similar
use of suspense-of wanting to know and to anticipate what happens
next and then perhaps to create the dynamic of the ending. But the use
of suspense may not be apparent when looking exclusively at the Statement of the Case. That is, the Statement of the Case is structured as a
story and, indeed, presents the elements of a mystery (it is a storywithin-a-story; the images of deception covered by the betrayals). While
it is a well-told story in many ways, clearly and carefully reconstructed,
the plot moves forward inexorably and chronologically and then stops
abruptly at the action of the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. Although
there is the obvious cliffhanger (Williams's predicament), there is little
of the complex "suspense" of plotting akin to Vertigo. Reconceptualized
somewhat more broadly, however, there is a progression in the overall
plot structure of the petitioner's brief that is akin to the movement and
complexity of the form of the narrative in Vertigo. That is, there is the
initial suspense of the cliffhanger (provided initially by Williams's
predicament).
But to be successful, this situation must be spun
purposefully into the deeper mystery. And unlike James Stewart's
portrayal of Scottie, Williams, when onstage, is an unsympathetic
character, and the reader may not be especially interested in his fate or
the outcome of the story upon him. 2 '
Instead, the reader (akin to Scottie in Vertigo) is taken in a completely
different direction and is provided with a different detective assignment
(a different problem to solve) after the initial crime is over (that is, this
is not a "traditional whodunit"). Initially, in the Statement of the Case,
the reader follows detective White as he attempts to piece together the
clues of the story that have happened in the past. There are some
compelling images: psychiatric files with a crucial admission by Cruse
that appear too late in the story to matter; intimations of an informal
plea agreement between the state and Cruse that cannot be verified;
and, especially, the bizarre relationships between a witness, the jury
foreperson, and the prosecutor that is denied and goes undiscovered.
And then there are the cover-ups and stonewalling by the prosecutors

124.
125.
126.

Id.
529 U.S. 420 (2000).
See VERTIGO, supra note 98.
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that make it impossible for White to fit the clues together. The
betrayals are affirmed by the procedural decisions of the courts and the
cover-up completed by the court of appeals ruling that the story is
officially over. But this is not the end of the story as the narrative
resumes in the Argument. Akin somewhat to the structure of Hitchcock's Vertigo, the reader is called into a dynamic storytelling process.
To reconceptualize the story: there is now suspense, as new legal clues
are added by readings of cases and statutes and a different context
suggested for better understanding what has already happened. A new
puzzle emerges that demands a different solution and calls for writing
a transformative ending to the story that moves forward into the future,
as well as back into the past.
A second closely related concept to suspense and a component of
effective plotting in mystery and detective fiction, and perhaps in
narrative persuasion in legal briefs, is that of surprise. A dictionary of
narratology defines surprise as: "the emotion obtaining when expectations about what is going to happen are violated by what in fact does
happen."12 v The story does not work when the events are merely
predictable or when the story simply conforms to the reader's expectation
(for example, this is merely another version of an already familiar story).
Likewise, for the story presented in the Statement of the Case in
Williams to work on the reader, there must be a component of narrative
surprise. Prince observes that "the interplay of surprise and suspense
traditionally constitutes an important feature of good plotting."'8
Consequently, instead of proceeding directly on a straightforward and
obvious narrative trajectory from beginning to end, depicting events and
heading towards a resolution previously anticipated by the reader, the
narrative usually takes different "twists" and "turns" in the plot before
ultimately arriving at its narrative destination. For example, in
Williams, these twists and turns are provided by the actions of various
legal actors cast on stage, including: the prosecutors, the Virginia
Supreme Court, and the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals. But this is not
the end of the surprise in the story: as Prince's definition of surprise
specifies, "what in fact does happen violates expectations" but is,
nevertheless, "well grounded in what happened earlier." 2 ' Much of
the surprise in the petitioner's brief is about the interaction of fact and
law, and it takes place in the final retelling in the legal Argument that
will determine the outcome of the case.

127. GERALD PRINCE, DICTIONARY OF NARRATOLOGY 96 (2003).
128. Id.
129. Id.
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Purposeful Repetitions and the Double-Logic of Mysteries

In a seminal article on lawyering theory, 30 Amsterdam and Hertz
analyze a closing argument to a jury in a typical criminal case. This
article dissects the substance and narrative structure of the two closing
arguments to a jury in a murder case. The arguments seemed to assume
conventional rhetorical forms but "below the surface, complex things
were going on." 1'
[Tihe prosecution and defense arguments ostensibly analyze an
identical set of events within an identical logical framework, using an
almost identical terminology. However, they tell entirely different
stories. The prosecutor's story is about what happened on a New York
City street in 1987. Defense counsel's story is about what is happening
at the trial itself in 1991.132
Specifically, the narrative structure of the defense argument becomes
especially clear, and the rhetorical and persuasive strategy apparent,
when "viewed as a tale with the jury as protagonist and the courtroom
as its setting." 3 3 Further, "it has not only a coherent overall structure
but an almost classical narrative theme," that of the "quest of the
hero."' 34 The jury is cast in the role of the hero sworn to an oath and
sets off on a journey to do justice. The two stories embody two
distinctive narrative forms, and there are different conventions and
qualities to the storytelling, how the stories are plotted, and who does
the plotting. The prosecutor's story is backwards-looking; it segments
the past into discrete pieces. The presentation is linear and events are
ordered chronologically. There is a clear beginning, middle, and end.
The storytelling is didactic, with the prosecutor instructing the jurors
carefully through the evidence presented at trial (akin, perhaps, to
Sherlock Holmes instructing Watson).
The defendant's narrative, however, captures the jury's attention in a
different way, as if engaging the jurors in a different process and
providing a journey filled with suggestions of narrative possibilities yet
to be discovered. Events in time are not chronologically presented: the
defendant's retelling moves in a more erratic or less predictable
temporality with a non-linear arrangement, segmented into elliptical

130.
Jury, 37
131.
132.
133.
134.

Anthony G. Amsterdam & Randy Hertz, An Analysis of Closing Arguments to a
N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 55 (1992).
Id. at 58.
Id.
Id. at 64.
Id. at 64-65.
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pieces and broken fragments, and it is left to the jury to reconfigure in
the ending. Especially when viewed in contrast to the prosecution's
version of the story, these are "vignettes, not tales ....
Nor do these
mini-stories build upon each other to compose a narrative whole."135
But when reconceptualized "as a tale with the jury as protagonist and
the courtroom as its setting, it has not only a coherent overall narrative
structure but an almost classic narrative theme... [casting the jury as
decision-maker in the role of the protagonist hero,] The Quest of the
Hero theme is unmistakable." 3 ' Simply put, the fragments of past
tense plot as presented in the prosecutor's closing argument become the
pieces of a different puzzle reconfigured into a new story, with a
different plot leading towards a different and transformative ending.
Detective mysteries, initially, may seem to adhere more to the cold
logic and order of the prosecutor's argument, following formal analytical
rules and calculations and providing retrospective order that affirms
logic and deduction, rather than providing the complex and challenging
imaginative configuration of the defendant's narrative. For example, in
a traditional detective mystery, there is a characteristic "inquest" where
the detective goes back in time systematically, returning to the scene of
the crime (spatially) and revisiting the past (temporally) to resolve the
case, reconstructing what has occurred with a cold-logic assembled from
the clues left by the master-criminal. Peter Brooks quotes Sherlock
Holmes as to how the detective works in uncovering the past: what is
"vital was overlaid by what was hidden and irrelevant. Of all the facts
which were presented to us we had to pick just those which we deemed
to be essential, and then piece them together in their order so as to
reconstruct this remarkable chain of events."' 7 Brooks observes: "The
work of detection in this story makes particularly clear a condition of all
classic detective fiction [stories], that the detective repeat, go over again,
the ground that has been covered by his predecessor, the criminal."'38
In discussing plotting, Brooks "unpacks" the "metaphor of transmission":
"[T]he original metaphor is enacted both spatially.., and temporally"
-"spatially" as the detective moves to revisit or retrace the footsteps
and "temporally" as the detective attempts to return to the moment of
the story when the crime was
committed, initiating the events of the
39
story captured in the plot.'

135.
136.
137.
in THE
138.
139.

Id. at 63.
Id. at 64-65.
BROOKS, supranote 20, at 29 (citing SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE, The Naval Treaty,
COMPLETE STORIES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES 540 (1953)).
Id. at 24.
Id.
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But Brooks also suggests another narrative dynamic by identifying
"the moments where we [the readers] seize the active work of structuring dramatization in the text." 140 That is, there is a second quality of,
and dynamic to, the structured movement exploited in ordering events
into the plots of detective fiction. Thus, the "dynamic aspect of narrative
...that moves us forward as readers of the narrative text... seeking
through the narrative text as it unfurls before us a precipitation of shape
and meaning, some simulacrum of understanding of how meaning can
be construed over and through time."14 '
As an illustration, Brooks recounts a scene from Antonioni's film BlowUp 42 (adapted from a story by Julio Cotazar) in which "the photographer-protagonist attempts to reconstruct what has occurred earlier in the
day in a London park
through the enlargement of the photographs he
4
took in the park." 1
What starts him [the protagonist-photographer] on the reconstruction
is the gaze of the girl in the photographs, the direction in which her
eyes look: the gaze appears to seek an object, and by following its direction-and its intention-he discovers, shaded and barely visible, a face
in the shrubbery and the gleaming barrel of a pistol. Then by following
the direction of the pistol barrel-its aim or intention-he locates the
zone of a shadow under a tree which may represent a corpse, that of
a man who the girl was leading towards the shrubbery, perhaps
towards a trap. In this scene of reconstruction, finding the right
sequence of events, putting together the revelatory plot, depends on
uncovering "that line of sight," that aim and intention, that will show
how the events link together.'"
I suggest that both types of plots identified by Amsterdam and Hertz,
including the active dynamic for moving the mystery story forward
suggested by Brooks, are apparent in the structure of the narratives
presented in petitioner's brief in Williams. There is an initial inquest
where the reader observes White, as detective, revisiting the clues of the
past in the Statement of Case. And then there is a retelling of the story
in the Argument. The initial past-tense story of cyclical betrayals in the
Statement of the Case provides a false (and premature) ending or closure
(provided by the determination by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
that the case is officially over and sealing Williams's fate). The second
telling in the Argument recasts the protagonist and the antagonist anew

140.
141.
142.
143.
144.

Id. at 35.
Id.
BLow-UP (Bridge Films 1966).
BROOKS, supra note 20, at 35.
Id.
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and provides a more hopeful telling; it is another version, an open-ended
plot set in a new context, the setting framed by enacted law and past
legal interpretations (providing new clues). The temporality (time
frame) of the story is redefined, and the final telling leaves it to the legal
imagination of the judicial reader to plot the ending, solve the mystery,
and inscribe a new meaning upon the story (and what has occurred
below in the shadows).
IV.

THE ARGUMENT-EXCERPTS FROM THE SECOND TELLING OF THE
TALE

The Argument from the petitioner's brief begins:
The issue in this case is straightforward: Does 28 U.S.C. § 2254(e)(2), as amended by the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty
Act of 1996, preclude a federal district court from holding an evidentiary hearing on four constitutional claims presented in Williams' petition
for habeas corpus? The court of appeals said yes, concluding that
Williams "failed to develop" the factual basis of his claims in state
court, as that phrase is used in section 2254(e)(2). But this result
flouts the plain language of the statute because the record is clear that
Williams did all that he could reasonably be expected to do in state
court, and that the state-court record was inadequate as a result of the
prosecution's persistent concealment of information and the state
court's persistent denial of Williams' requests for the resources
necessary to unearth that information."
Contrast this opening paragraph-restating the "straightforward"
issue that leads off the Argument-with the issue that frames the initial
retelling of the tale in the Statement of the Case. Here, the story is
initiated by the answer to the issue provided by the court of appeals,
when it answered "yes" and concluded that Williams had "failed to
develop" the factual basis of his claim in state court. Thus, it is the
court of appeals' answer to the "straightforward" issue-a result that
"flouts" the plain language of the statute because Williams did all that
he could do-that initiates the legal argument and the second telling of
the story. The legal issue is recast from a single sentence into a full
paragraph, and the purportedly simple issue is now, perhaps, not so
simple and straightforward after all: the complexity is introduced by the
actions and legal ruling of the court of appeals. Likewise, the bad cops
and rogue prosecutors were the antagonists in the initial tale, but now
the court of appeals is cast as the primary antagonist. The trouble

145.

Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 22.
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caused by the court of appeals has broken the "steady state" of the
law.' 48
The Supreme Court (recast as the protagonist-hero and
sympathetic detective) is called upon to clarify the confusion and rectify
the disorder caused by the refusal of the court of appeals to allow the
district court to hold an evidentiary hearing on the claims now represented in the petitioner's brief.
After acknowledging that three of Williams's four claims were not
raised initially in state court, the brief identifies two "intertwined"
issues: (1) whether there was "cause and prejudice" excusing a petitioner's procedural default based upon the failure to raise his claims in a
timely way and (2) whether, as determined by the court of appeals,
147
§ 2254(e)(2), as amended by AEDPA, barred an evidentiary hearing.
The Argument initially sets forth a "framework" for "the detailed legal
analysis that follows."'" This "outline of principles," a summary of the
complex and intricate legal rules, is perhaps a narrative strategy
somewhat akin to the initial depiction of the crime in the Statement of
the Case; that is, it gets the clouded initial legal "back story" out of the
way so that the legal storytelling may begin with the decision of the
court of appeals.'49 Also, this enables the brief to refocus upon what
is perhaps most compelling in narrative terms-the underlying facts in
the story-and slows the pace of the narrative telling in the Argument
in order to foreground the discrete images that were not fully explored
or exploited in the initial telling in the Statement of the Case.
After this introduction, the petitioner's brief restates one analytical
piece or component of the initial legal issue:
The question in Williams' case is whether the case falls within the rule
of § 2254(e)(2) in the first place on the ground that he "failed to
develop" the facts supporting his claims in state court within the
meaning of that language in the opening clause of § 2254(e). As
Williams will now establish, he did not "fail" to do anything that he
reasonably could have done in state court; the prosecution and the
Virginia Supreme Court were responsible for the inadequacy of the
state-court record; thus, § 2254(e)(2) does not bar Williams' right to a
federal evidentiary hearing on his well-pleaded claims of constitutional
violation.' 60

146. See AMSTERDAM & BRUNER, supra note 22, at 113-14 (definition of plot).
147. Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 22. To shorten this annotation, instead of
providing analysis of the entire argument, I annotate only one strand of the legal argument
following the narrative components of one sub-plot of the narrative.
148. Id. at 23.
149.

Id.

150. Id. at 25-26 (emphasis added).
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The next point heading focuses upon the plain meaning of the triggerphrase "failed to develop" and argues that Williams's inaction requires
some level of intentionality or fault on his part: "B. A federal habeas
petitioner has 'failed to develop the factual basis of a claim' in state
court only if s/he is at fault for the inadequate state-court record."' 5 1
The legal argument is framed in terms of the actions of the antagonist
rather than interpreting the law through a broader lens. The perspective for legal storytelling is an intentionally limited one; the lens is
focused upon the legal action of the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals.
Initially, the court of appeals is out-of-whack with the interpretations of
other circuits and the prior decisions of the Fourth Circuit as well: "The
federal courts of appeals have uniformly concluded that this [AEDPA
§ 2254(e)(2)] is not a strict-liability statute but bars a federal evidentiary
hearing only if inadequate factual development in state-court proceedings is attributable to some failing on the part of the petitioner."'52
The legal argument cites prior case law and then the dictionary
definition of failure:
Because § 2254(e)(2) begins with the conditional "if" clause, the
section's restriction upon federal evidentiary hearings turns upon the
meaning of "failed" in this clause: "If the applicant has failed to
develop the factual basis of a claim ....'Failed' is commonly defined as
leav[ing] some possible or expected action unperformed or some
condition unachieved."'53
Next, the brief observes Congressional intent consistent with interpretations of identical language in prior case law. Then, it is back to
reemphasizing the facts of the narrative. The next point heading reads:
"C. Because the inadequate state-court record here is in no way
attributable to Williams or his state habeas counsel, he did not 'fail to
develop' the factual basis of his claims in state court. " "
A subheading identifies: "1. Efforts to develop the facts in state
court."' 55 This section retells in detail the story of the four claims now
reset in a legal context:
(1) the prosecution violated Brady v.Maryland when it did not reveal
a psychiatric report impeaching Cruse's credibility; (2) the prosecution
further violated Brady by not disclosing a deal with Cruse; (3)
Williams' Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment rights were violated by

151. Id. at 26.
152. Id. (citations omitted).
153.

Id. at 27 (citing WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY 814 (1993)).

154. Id. at 29.
155.

Id.
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Juror Stinnett's acceptance on the jury, in light of her undisclosed
relationships to Deputy Sheriff Meinhard and Commonwealth's
Attorney Woodson; and (4) the same rights were violated by Woodson's
failure to disclose that156Stinnett was his former client and had been
married to Meinhard.
This analytical structure enables the brief to revisit the facts as elliptical
story pieces within the new frame of the legal argument (provided by the
final betrayal of the court of appeals and the progressive complications
in the plot that result from this "trouble"). It is a present tense legal
argument, and it presents a narrative structure somewhat akin to that
identified by Amsterdam and Hertz in a trial argument to a jury in a
criminal case. 5 ' The law and the facts are the clues for an intellectual
puzzle to be solved by the heroic and undeterred detective-reader, willing
to read deeper than the horrific yet surface-story of crime and punishment to solve the concealed legal mystery beneath. The pace of the
telling of the pieces slows down as each piece from the initial telling of
the story is revisited several times in the argument as flashbacks; this
time, each story-fragment is revisited in a different way, viewed from a
different angle or perspective proposed by the legal analysis. Here, for
example, the Argument describes White's efforts to investigate the
relationships between Stinnett, Meinhard, and Woodson:
White's attempts to investigate whether his client was tried by a fair,
impartial jury met with the same government interference. Responding to his motion to the Virginia Supreme Court for investigative
services, the Commonwealth argued that the "Court certainly should
not authorize the expenditure of taxpayer funds for an investigator to
intrude upon the lives of jurors." White, who lacked means to finance
the investigation and who also lacked any personal ties to the local
community that might have alerted him to the relationships between
Juror Stinnett, Commonwealth Attorney Woodson, and Sheriff Meinhard, had no reasonable means of uncovering those relationships. It
was only after two other jurors referred to Stinnett by her married
name-Meinhard-in interviews with an investigator later hired by
federal habeas counsel, that the facts about her relationships with the
sheriff and prosecutor came out.16 8
The petitioner's brief returns from the elliptical narrative pieces to
point towards the court of appeals as the culprit-sealing Williams's fate
and ending the story prematurely without fully allowing the story to
take its course. The Argument turns the actions of the blundering cops

156. Id.
157. See Amsterdam & Hertz, supra note 130.
158. Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 32.
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and rogue prosecutors into the inevitable reaction of the court of appeals'
ruling, distorting the meaning of § 2254(e)(2). The next sub-heading
reads: "2. The court of appeals' distortions of § 2254(e)(2)." 59 This
section provides the characteristic pattern of retelling the story-pieces in
terms of the misinterpretation of § 2254(e)(2) by the court of appeals, the
mischief or trouble at the heart of the narrative about the law. The first
paragraph of this section begins:
First, the Fourth Circuit faulted White for insufficient specificity in his
requests for discovery and financial assistance, requiring that "a
petitioner must tie his requests to his specific claims and state with
some particularity the need for assistance." But counsel in state
habeas proceedings are not supposed to speculate. 6 '
After a substantial quote of language from Strickler v. Commonwealth16 ' emphasizing the error or transgression of the court of
appeals, the brief reviews each of the factual claims, this time against
the context of the court of appeals opinion. Topic sentences in this
section begin by identifying the error in the court of appeals ruling and
then closely revisiting the factual basis of the claim.
For example (regarding the psychiatric report): "The court of appeals
further criticized White's inability to find Cruse's psychiatric report,
saying that, '[iun light of the fact that Williams' federal counsel located
the... [report] in this very file, state habeas counsel's failure to see the
report is insufficient to demonstrate due diligence.'"' 16 2 This paragraph
then rebuts the contention by retelling this fragment of the story
undercutting the court of appeals conclusion:
But state habeas counsel's affidavit flatly states that he reviewed the
file in which the report was later located, that he did not see the
report, and that, had he seen the report in the file, he would have
raised a 63
Brady claim in state habeas proceedings based on its
contents. 1
These are the same facts as depicted in the previous section of the
argument. But here, the brief goes one step further, like a photographer
"blowing up" and enlarging the images, hence slowing the narrative pace
and focusing upon particular frames to emphasize the mistakes made by
the court of appeals. The paragraph continues:

159.
160.
161.
162.
163.

Id. at 33.
Id. (citing Williams v. Taylor, 189 F.3d 421, 426 (4th Cir. 1999)).
404 S.E.2d 227 (Va. 1991).
Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 34.
Id. (citations omitted).
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It is fanciful to imagine White would have missed the report if it was
in the file when he reviewed the file, since the report contains precisely
the type of information White persistently sought through his formal
and informal discovery requests. At a minimum, any questions his
affidavit may leave concerning the presence of the psychiatric report
in the file at the relevant time cannot be summarily resolved against
Williams, as the court of appeals did. Rather, such questions should
be answered at an evidentiary hearing where the timing of the report's
placement in the state court and its whereabouts before being placed
in that file can be determined by an informed factfinder. This is the
[sic] more appropriate because Cruse's psychiatric report, which is
palpably inconsistent with his detailed trial testimony, should have
been disclosed by the Commonwealth long before state habeas counsel
was even appointed."'
Initially, it may appear that this pattern is repetitious: it repeats the
same story in slightly different ways, conforming the shape of the storypiece to fit relevant legal principles and, likewise, to point the clues
towards the court of appeals as culprit.
For example, in the context of the petitioner's argument about the
undisclosed professional and personal relationships between witness
Meinhard, Juror Stinnett, and prosecutor Woodson:
Further, under the court of appeals' rationale, the "if" clause in
§ 2254(e) will be rendered functionless. Given a rule that what has
been discovered now could have been discovered then, a habeas
petitioner will never get a federal evidentiary hearing. This is simply
a covert strict-liability construction of § 2254(e). It ignores the critical
question embodied in § 2254(e)(2)'s fault-based "If the applicant failed
to develop" clause: why did state habeas counsel not discover evidence
that was later discovered by federal habeas counsel? The answer to
that question in this case lies in the silence of Stinnett, Woodson and
Meinhard at trial, and in Virginia's persistent refusal to provide state
habeas counsel with the basic tools necessary to ascertain all of
Williams' constitutional claims and supporting facts. 6 '
Finally, in the last section of this initial portion of the argument, the
story employs "flash-forward" to look into the future and anticipate what
might be if the Supreme Court accepts the court of appeals interpretation of AEDPA and its determination that Williams is not entitled to an
evidentiary hearing within the subheading: "3. The court of appeals
disregard of AEDPA's policy." 6 ' Here, the argument anticipates a

164. Id.
165. Id. at 35.
166. Id. at 36.
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coda, or meaning, for the tale: "To hold that Williams 'failed to develop'
the facts supporting his claims ... would give a powerful incentive to
prosecutors and state judges to obstruct prisoners' efforts to develop the
facts bearing on their federal claims."6 7 The consequence of allowing
the court of appeals ruling to stand and returning to the initial steady
state by imposing the death sentence upon Williams implicates McKee's
"negation-of-the-negation"'
and even suggests the possibility of
tyranny: "If the court of appeals' analysis in this case prevails, then the
less effort a state devotes to self-corrective procedures, the better
protected it is against having its constitutional errors ever corrected.
This cannot be right .... ."' The policy argument concludes emphasizing the consequences of ending the story1 70prematurely with a quote
from Judge Easterbrook in Burris v. Parke:
"The word 'fail' cannot bear a strict liability reading, under which...
a state could insulate its decisions from collateral attack in federal
court by refusing to grant evidentiary hearings in its own courts.
Nothing in § 2254(e) or the rest of" AEDPA implies that states may

manipulate things in this manner. 171

The argument then proceeds in a similar way to argue that "D. There
was 'cause and prejudice' for Williams' procedural default. " 17 2 The
Argument finally provides multiple fragments and story-pieces akin to
the structure of the initial § 2254(e)(2) argument and concludes by
providing "E. Guidance for the lower courts on remand." 7 '
The
Argument leaves it to the Supreme Court to retrofit the discomforting
images presented multiple times in the retellings and the "distortions"
of the law proposed by the court of appeals into a new and coherent
narrative to solve the mystery. At the very least, the story must be
allowed to continue forward so that what has until now been concealed
may be allowed to emerge finally from the darkness and shadows. Only
then may a new and transformative ending be written, and perhaps
there are lessons to be learned from rewriting the ending to this
retelling of the darkest story.

167. Id.
168. MCKEE, supra note 19, at 319-22.
169. Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 37.
170. 116 F.3d 256 (7th Cir. 1997).
171. Brief for Petitioner, supra note 10, at 37 (quoting Burris, 116 F.3d at 259).
172. Id.
173. Id. at 47.
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RETELLING THE DARKEST STORY
CONCLUDING NOTE: LEGAL WRITING AND THE TWO TELLINGS

In this Article I introduced a narrative vocabulary and applied some
of these terms to a Statement of the Case in a petitioner's brief written
for a condemned inmate. Second, I introduced some conceptual
vocabulary (taken whole-cloth from materials provided by or based upon
the work of Anthony Amsterdam). Third, I observed the shift from an
initial telling of the story in the Statement of the Case to the retelling
in the Argument.
Perhaps, in retrospect, the shift in the telling from the Statement of
the Case to the Argument may seem obvious or self-evident to legally
trained readers, rather than based upon anything to do with the
underlying and intrinsic narrative dimensions of legal argumentation.
Perhaps it may be argued that I am reading far too much into this
brief's design and narrative intentions. Consequently, my focus on the
narrative dimensions of the Argument and my efforts to discern an
underlying story-structure may seem misconceived. Thus, readers raised
upon the rule-element structure for legal argumentation proposed and
taught in many law school legal writing classes and taught by implication in many traditional law school courses may dismiss out-of-hand my
narrative reading of this brief-and my attempts to understand
narrative design as forced upon the text.
It is apparent that when the facts presented in the initial story of the
Statement of the Case (as linear and chronological, without analytical
intrusion or inference) are incorporated into legal argument, these facts
assume a different form and function as fractured pieces within a legal
argument dominated by and subsumed under the analytical framework
imposed upon them. Thus, it is inevitable that these factual pieces are
perceived from different angles beneath the Shiva-like arms provided by
the elements of guiding and controlling legal rules. Further, it may be

perceived by some readers who have made it this far in this Article that
the assertions about double-tellings and mysteries, about setting a
Supreme Court targeted on a heroic quest to affirm procedural values by
reopening closed stories, and about recasting the Court as the protagonist detective to search for villains and culprits, may seem far-fetched
or simply wrong. Consequently, readers may determine that this Article
simply illustrates a typical brief being a typical brief: presenting a
paradigmatic argument "taming" the narrative presented in the
174
Statement of the Case, as Jerome Bruner put it some time ago.

174.

Jerome Bruner repeated, but subsequently disavowed, this statement.

JEROME BRUNER, MAKING SToRIEs 65 (2002).

See
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(This, in turn, reminds me of Gertrude Stein's observation that "a rose
is a rose is a rose.") The bottom line here is that to some readers this
brief is simply not worth the close attention that I have already paid it.
It is simply a workmanlike product that ultimately achieved some, but
not all, of its purposes.175
This is, perhaps, part of the point: the argument as presented in this
brief in many ways is typical. Yet the brief clearly possesses dimensions
of an underlying and unifying story that shapes the argument. For the
argument to do its work it must, for example, foreground the compelling
images of betrayal identified in the initial Statement of the Case. Thus,
for another specific illustration: the image of the refusal of the prosecutor, witness, and juror to acknowledge their prior relations and
relationships and the state court's refusal to provide resources to uncover
this image must linger. The brief succeeded here, and this image
became central in the opinion and decision of the Supreme Court in part
because it was carefully cultivated in the story.17' The effectiveness
of this story turned upon a theme (the betrayal story about how the
rogue cops and the rogue prosecutors covered up these facts and the
court of appeals' complicity in the cover-up) about affirming a core value
(procedural justice) employing a cohesive narrative design (plot) that
purposefully links the Statement of the Case and the Argument.
Narrative concepts such as suspense (will the Supreme Court intervene
to save Williams?) and surprise (how will the Court do it?) are helpful
to understanding the architecture of the brief and the structure of the
plot. Detective mystery stories provide templates for plots that increase
suspense through repetition and return. Nor is it inadvertent or
coincidental that there is a double-telling in the brief; that the Argument
begins at the point-in-time where the Statement of the Case ends-at
the final betrayal of the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals; that the
trouble is the court of appeals ruling reversing the decision of the federal
court to allow an evidentiary hearing; that the court of appeals is recast
in the role of antagonist in the legal storytelling, etc. This narrative
design is intentional, and the principles or logic of construction can,
perhaps, best be understood in terms of basic narrative theory. If, for
example, as Peter Brooks suggests, beginnings implicitly contain the

175.
176.

See Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 420, 422-23 (2000).
Id.
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endings,177 then this temporal decision clearly informs the narrative
design underlying the argument.
The point I am reemphasizing is that the effectiveness of the brief can
be better understood through a narrative vocabulary supplementing the
traditional analytical tools that law school attempts to provide.
Likewise, access to these tools is important not only in effectively
presenting facts in the Statement of the Case, but in structuring written
legal arguments in other types of cases. In my analysis of this not
atypical brief, I have attempted to provide a selection from, or sampling
of, narrative vocabulary and concepts from a proposed toolkit that may
suggest deeper understandings of the narrative dimensions in legal
argumentation. My analysis also suggests that exploring narrative
theory and storytelling practice is important to developing narrative
tools and systematically supplementing the legal-analytical instruments
typically introduced and generally taught in legal writing and advocacy
courses.

177. At the initial planning conference for the Narrative Persuasion Institute, Brooks
told the instructive anecdote of the brilliant graduate student in narrative theory who could
predict the ending of any novel merely by reading the first page of the book. Brooks, supra
note 21.

